
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

First and foremost, MCB is strongly dedicated to foster-
ing professional opportunity and advancement in a safe 
environment that never discriminates based upon race, 
ethnicity, religion, personal beliefs, gender, sexual orien-
tation, age, veteran status, or disability.

ONGOING TRAINING & EDUCATION

Creating a welcoming workplace culture involves ongoing 
employee education, training and collaboration, and this 
is a key part of our diversity and inclusion efforts. Among 
other things, MCB provides instruction on critical issues 
such as discrimination, sexual harassment/inappropri-
ate conduct, and religious accommodation. These and 
other relevant issues are continuously reviewed for up-
dates stemming from legislative or regulatory changes, as 
well as evolving case law.

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION IN PRACTICE

MCB established its Diversity & Inclusion Committee, be-
cause creating a diverse and inclusive workplace involves 
more than just words. At MCB, the pursuit of diversity 
and inclusion is present in every phase of our business, 
from hiring and recruitment strategies to promotion de-
cisions and leadership selection. 

Fostering the freedom to be oneself isn’t just the right 
thing to do; it allows us to attract and retain the most tal-
ented individuals in our field, ensuring a successful future 
for our Firm and growth opportunities for our employees. 

Diversity & Inclusion
Martin Clearwater & Bell LLP (MCB) firmly believes that an environment of diversity 
and inclusion is an environment of strength. We celebrate the collection of broadly 
diverse backgrounds and experiences within our walls and the spirit this adds to our 
collaborative efforts. Our Firm, our staff, and our clients all benefit from the results of a 
welcoming workplace where individuality and the open exchange of ideas is promoted.
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